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Math-e-mania

RDPS

Guest Lecture Hall
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OBJECTIVES:

e To establish a reiationship between theory and applicatian of lhe learnt concepts.
e To aid lhe team building process and provide fun to participate bul with a competitive element,

. To build the interconnectivity between logic and creative mind development.

o To provide hands-on and minds-on exercise and activities.

De$criptionr

"Success is the sum of some smoll efforls, ?epeated doy in ond doy out" -Robert Collier

Mathematics makes our life orderly and prevents chaos. Certain qualities that are nurtured by mathematics are

power cf reasoning, creativity, abstract or spatiai thinkrng, criticai thinking, problem-solving ability and even

effective communication skills. A quiz is a fun way Io study and helps ao improve one's knowledge, math-e-mania

was conducted to achieve the same .The activity was conducted in two phases. In the first phase, the

participants had to prove their competency in various operations of mathematics. The participants had to undergo

tough eliminations to qualify for the next level wherein one team of five students was selected from each section.

In the final phase, all teams had gone through few arduous rounds which comprised of visuals, problem solving,

continue the pattern, etc. Students did the brain storming exercises, applied their logical and reasoning skills to

answer accurately and one team with highest score was declared winner. This quizzing styie provided the

opportunity to enhance the confidence of our little children and7ave them encouragement to contir.lue exploring

mathemalicr. The event not only horred the Mathematical skills of our students but it also motivated them to work

and research in groups and thereby it increased their skills to work in an organised manner with their peer group.

In a nut shell, this activity was able to stiinulate enthusiasm and love for mathematics among learners.
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